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Aries Cryptic #32  

LEFT BEHIND 
BY ANDREW J. RIES    
 

Each Across clue has an extraneous letter in the wordplay which 

must be removed to solve the clue. Down clues are normal but one 

letter per column will need to be removed from its entry and moved to 

the bottom shaded row. This bottom row will spell out an explanation 

of what’s been removed from the Across clues. When finished, the 

grid will suggest nine additional letter removals, spelling the name of 

a celebrity. Email this celebrity name to aries.puzzles@gmail.com by 

August 12th for a chance to win an Aries subscription. 

 

ACROSS 

1 Small louse intentionally gave off an odor (5) 

5 Our phone accepts new number (7) 

10 Thing that turns up in a talus, strangely (7) 

12 An emu - one with a weakness (6) 

13 Give a cue without the last line (6) 

15 Incredulous at first, mount a wicked strong denial (1, 2, 3) 

18 Uh, I finally say a casual greeting (4) 

19 Ague caught by the French film director (5) 

20 Writer Murdoch inking introduction with Uris (4) 

22 Nausea, no energy, and little twangy-sounding (5) 

24 Mysterious aura surrounds end of second month (4) 

27 Ace baked a pure cornmeal cake (5) 

29 In Britain, gloomy guy pens note (4) 

32 Partially pursue Mitsubishi truck (4) 

33 Religious person Maud tithes (6) 

35 Ultimately chugging during your wild drunken  

     revelry (4) 

37 No-good Doug beginning to lazily throw stones? (4) 

39 Mandate headless statue's boundary (5) 

40 Dutch product due back by morning (4) 

42 A duel with English singer (5) 

44 Drug-addled Hugh swallows iodine (4) 

46 Monk's superior about incorporating bit of bop (5) 

49 Shout “Sire! Get up!” (4) 

53 Company cutting muted, rued film noir piece (6) 

54 Page 51 in Elle with last half dropped out (6) 

55 Missing person left buoy by bay, docked (2-4) 

56 Confusing us in a red herring (7) 

57 Rodent alternately turned back, circling spout cover  

     on the street (4, 3) 

58 Maureen translated Hutu language with sass (5) 

 

DOWN 

1 Fixed felines grabbing one rat's tail from behind 

2 Opera coat's damaged 

3 Noah adjusted formula for lye 

4 Doctoring disheartened pooch consumed by  

   mutant fungi 

5 Announcement of Bravo brand of skincare products 

6 Democrat on top of Republican, assuming lead in run off 

7 Guys flipped each labor site 

8 NFL player running after couple of linebackers 

9 He leaves wheat and rye ground thin 

11 Unfortunately, don't start parties 

14 Warm over the ear, unusually 

16 Friendly nation captures Olympics' first bronze, perhaps 

17 Catch-22 cover held up next to Jane Austen classic 

21 Spanish literature took off 

23 Zealous nuts agree 

25 Critical point of entering majority of legislature (3 wds.) 

26 Secretly hear guests quarrel 

28 Tear up last bit of velour remnant 

30 Stream boring thing, skipping the intro 

31 Change the form of hot dance, going in reverse 

34 Owlet mangled rack hanger 

36 Pines essentially planted in 12-month intervals 

37 Famed Roman jazzman Oscar 

38 500 trees transformed region with little vegetation 

41 Coffeehouse purchase: pair of mooncakes and endless  

     spiced tea 

43 Goes off track #3 of freight railroads 

45 Cross above topper on church roof, in a way 

47 Heads of Bing, Oracle, or Yahoo 

48 Amphibian went swimming 

50 Nearly nightfall, eating fresh bread in Bahrain 

51 Muse concert's opening with crude material, in retrospect 

52 Burns, for instance, slice of eggplant in cauldron 


